DGPS win Inter-School Quiz Competition 2017
DGPS won the Al Diyafah High School Inter-School Quiz Competition
on March 2, 2017, with a sterling performance, beating five other
strong teams along the way.
It was a sunny morning when four proud students of the Dubai Gem
Private School embarked on their title quest to represent the school at
the annual Al Diyafah High School Inter-School Quiz Competition for
2017.
The four students were: Rida Danish and Vedika Manghnani of Year 9,
and Pashan Sidhwa and Partha Shetty of Year 10. Accompanying them
was Mrs.Nitu Nagar.

It was a strong field participating in the competition. In the fray were
teams from: Al Ameen School, The Sheffield School, The Oxford
School, The Diyafah International School, Dubai Gem Private School
and the hosts, Al Diyafah High School. Each school was represented by
two teams of two students each.

The quiz commenced at 10 am, with the first round being a written
elimination round. Each team was presented with a set of 20 questions
and 15 minutes in which, they had to write as many answers as they
could. The top four teams with the most correct answers, would qualify
for the finals.
The teams that made it through to the next round were: The Sheffield
School, The Oxford School, Al Diyafah High School and finally, our
very own Dubai Gem Private School with Pashan and Partha sailing into
the finals.

It was a tightly-contested final, consisting of 6 rounds and several
challenging questions. In a tense finish, the boys of DGPS stood up to
the challenge and made DGPS proud, securing the first place with a
stunning 95 points!
They received a trophy each, and the rolling trophy that DGPS would
hold for a year. Vedika and Rida received participation certificates for
their commendable efforts. It was a proud moment for DGPS and for
Partha Shetty and Pashan Sidhwa, who came good when it mattered
most, to uphold the school name high and proud!
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